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Abstract—In the fields of technology and industrial 

automation, robots are now widely used to help reduce human 

labor. A robot is a mechanical system that can perform complex 

actions automatically based on computer programmed. In order 

to build an automated robot, navigation is one of the main 

problems that still to be solved until now.  Many researchers 

have been use various methods to improve the navigation system 

of autonomous robots. This research attempts to implement a 

fuzzy method in an autonomous robot, which aims to maintain 

the distance between the robot and the obstacle, so that the robot 

can avoid the obstacle smoothly. In this study, we used three 

HCSR04 ultrasonic sensors as an input that installed on the 

front of the robot, and the Arduino MEGA 2560 as a 

microcontroller. The experiment has been done using case study 

where the distance of obstacle to the right sensor, middle sensor, 

and left sensor is 5 cm, 8 cm, and 17 cm respectively. The output 

of fuzzy is the speed of the PWM motor. Based on the results, 

the simulation shows the speed of right and left PWM motor is 

167 and 33.4 respectively. Meanwhile, the experiment show that 

the right side PWM motor is 166.61 and the left side motor 

PWM is 33.89. According to this result, we can conclude that the 

fuzzy logic control was successfully implemented in the robot to 

avoid obstacles, the performance value of the right motor is 

99.998%, and the performance value of the left motor is 

99.086%. It can be seen that the output comparison between the 

simulation with the realization in the robot is not much 

different, it’s indicate that the realization of fuzzy logic in the 

robot to avoid obstacles is successful. 

Keywords—obstacle avoidance robot, fuzzy logic, ultrasonic 

sensor, motion control.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

In the fields of technology and industrial automation, 
robots are now widely used to help human work. A robot is a 
mechanical system that can perform a complex actions 
programmed automatically by a computer. The use of robots 
is one of the correct solutions to achieve what is considered 
monotonous. To carry out this task, many researchers 
developed a good navigation system using various methods 
so that the robot can function in the best way 
[1][2][3][4][5][6].   

To build an automated robot, navigation is one of the 
main problems designers will face. Today, there are many 
control methods are available to be implemented in 
navigation system of robot. The fuzzy logic-based controller 
is a kind of control method belonging to artificial intelligence 

[7][8][9][10]. The controller based on fuzzy logic combines 
mathematical calculations and algorithms to control the 
robot's behavior in the face of environmental dynamics.  

In the previous several studies, the application of fuzzy 
logic in mobile robots has been widely used and developed,  
compared with PD and PID-based controllers, fuzzy-based 
controllers have low overshoot and small errors [11] [12] 
[13]. In research conducted by Osivue, a diffuse obstacle 
avoidance system was developed for older assistants and 
assistant walking robots (EWR) using two ultrasonic sensors 
installed on the front of the robot. The robot uses a reaction 
strategy determined by sensory information to interact with 
the unfamiliar environment [10].  

In this research, we implemented fuzzy logic control in an 
autonomous robot. One of the important factors for robots to 
successfully perform their functions is navigation. Different 
from previous research, this research attempts to implement 
a fuzzy method in the robot, which aims to maintain the 
distance between the robot and the obstacle, so that the robot 
can avoid the obstacle. In order to meet this ability, a sensor 
that can detect the distance and obstacles of the robot must be 
installed so that the controller can calculate and determine the 
appropriate control signal to send to the robot actuator. 

Three HCSR04 ultrasonic sensors are used in the input 
part of the robot, which are installed on the front of the robot. 
The advantage of this kind of fuzzy logic is that the working 
range of the controller goes to the point where some ranges 
of data will be processed mathematically and combined with 
some algorithms (in that case, method) created in the control 
rules ( rule base). Using this fuzzy logic principle, the robot's 
movement becomes more natural, because it will adjust 
according to the distance between the robot and the obstacle. 
In practice, the application of fuzzy logic principles in system 
design requires three stages: fuzzification, reasoning, and 
defuzzification. Fuzzification is the process of transforming 
real data into fuzzy sets, and reasoning is making decisions in 
a certain way. At the same time, defuzzification returns the 
fuzzy values to their true values. Arduino MEGA 2560 is 
used to execute all commands including data acquisition, 
fuzzification, inference, defuzzification, and movable 
actuators on the robot. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives a 
general introduction, while Section 2 described the design 



and implementation. In Section 3 describes the results. 
Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusion and future works. 

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Block Diagram System 

The design of obstacle avoidance robots based on fuzzy 
logic control is divided into three system stages, namely input, 
process, and output as shown in Fig.1. In the input process, 
three HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors are attached to the front of 
the robot, namely the right sensor, the middle sensor, and the 
left sensor.  

 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of this control system. 

The way the obstacle avoidance robot works is based on 
fuzzy logic control which includes several parts, namely input, 
process, and output. Overall all of these parts are related to 
each other so that a robot that is ready to use can be created. 

1. The input port is a distance sensor which obtained 
from three HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors. This sensor 
function is to measure and provide information about 
the distance of the robot to the obstacle in front of it. 

2. The process section is the main part of this system 
since this part works based on the input (distance). 
This section uses the Arduino MEGA 2560 
microcontroller that embeeded with fuzzy logic 
control to process the input. 

3. This output section is the final result that obtained 
from fuzzy logic algorithm has ben developed. The 
output of this system are the speed of PWM motor 
right and left. 

B. Hardware Design 

In the design of obstacle avoidance robots based on fuzzy 
logic control, several supporting electronic and non-electronic 
components are used. It can be seen the name and number of 
devices needed in the Tracking Obstacle Robot design in 
Table I. 

TABLE I.  HARDWARE COMPONENT 

 

In Fig. 2 show the overall circuit scheme that  used in the 
design of the obstacle avoidance-based robot. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2. Circuit System. 

 

C. Fuzzy Model for Navigation the Autonomous Robot 

In this chapter, there are three main steps to developed 
fuzzy model for navigate the robot to avoid the static 
obstacles, which are fuzzyfication, implementation of fuzzy 
rule based and defuzzyfication. The input variable of this 
fuzzy model are distance between obstacle and robot that 
obtained from sensors. Table II shown the linguistic term of 
input, we devide the input into three linguistic term, namely 
near, moderate, and far for each sensor (right, middle, and 
left). Meanwhile, Table III shown the linguistic term of 
output. We devide the ouput become three different speed, 
which are slow, normal, and fast for each motor (right and 
left).  

TABLE II.  LINGUISTIC TERM OF INPUT 

Distance 

(centimeter) 

Linguistic Term 

right middle left 

[0 0 5 10] Near (de) Near (DE) Near (De) 

[5 10 15 20] Moderate 
(te) 

Moderate 
(TE) 

Moderate 
(Te) 

[15 20 25 25] Far (ja) Far (JA) Far (Ja) 

 
TABLE III.  LINGUISTIC TERM OF OUTPUT 

Motor Speed 

(PWM) 

Linguistic Term 

Left wheel Right wheel 

[0 0 50 75] Slow (la) Slow (LA) 

[50 75 125 150] Normal (no) Normal (NO) 

[125 150 200 200] Fast (ce) Fast (CE) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Membership function of right sensor. 

No Component Lots 

1 Smart car chassis 2 WD Alumunium 1 

2 Arduino MEGA 2560 1 

3 Motor drivershield L293D 1 

4 Motor DC 2 

5 Battery Lippo 11 Volt 1 

6 Ultrasonic Senseor HC-SR04 3 

7 Cable 40 



 

Fig. 4. Membership function of left sensor. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Membership Function of middle sensor. 

Fig. 3., 4., and 5. shows the membership function of input 
(right, middle, and left sensor). The mathematical equations 
of each membership function are shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV.  EQUATION TERM OF MF INPUT. μ  of 3  sensor 

 

���  � � 1, 
 � 510 � 
5 , 5 � 
 � 100, 
 � 10  

 

��� �
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 
 � 55 , 5 � 
 � 101, 10 � 
 � 1520 � 
5 , 15 � 
 � 20 

 

��� � �
 � 155 , 15 � 
 � 201, 
 � 25  

 

 

Fig. 6. MF output of left motor speed. 

 

Fig. 7. MF output of right motor speed. 

The membership function of output has shown in Fig. 6 
and 7., using trapezoidal shapes. The mathematical equations 
of this membership function can be seen in Table V. 

TABLE V.  EQUATION TERM OF MF OUTPUT. μ  of motor speed 

 

��� � � 1, 
 � 5075 � 
25 , 50 � 
 � 750, 
 � 75  

 

��� �
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧ 
 � 5045 , 50 � 
 � 751, 75 � 
 � 125150 � 
25 , 125 � 
 � 150 

��� �
⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧
 � 12525 , 135 � 
 � 1501, 
 � 200  

 

 
After we define the linguistic input and output with the 

membership function graphs, the next step is to define the 
fuzzy rule for this system in oder to make the robot can 
smoothly avoid the static obstacles as shown in Table VI.  

TABLE VI.  FUZZY RULES 

Rules 
Input (sensors) Output (motor) 

right middle left right left 

R1 Near Near Near Fast Slow 

R2 Near Near moderate Fast Slow 

R3 Near Near Far Fast Slow 

R4 Near moderate Near Fast Normal 

R5 Near moderate moderate Fast Slow 

R6 Near moderate Far Fast Slow 

R7 Near Far Near Fast Slow 

R8 Near Far moderate Fast Slow 

R9 Near Far Far Fast Slow 

R10 moderate Near Near Slow Fast 

R11 moderate Near moderate Slow Fast 

R12 moderate Near Far Fast Slow 

R13 moderate moderate Near Slow Fast 

R14 moderate moderate moderate Slow Fast 

R15 moderate moderate Far Fast Slow 

R16 moderate Far Near Fast Fast 

R17 moderate Far moderate Fast Fast 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 



R18 moderate Far Far Fast Normal 

R19 Far Near Near Slow Fast 

R20 Far Near middle Slow Fast 

R21 Far Near Far Slow Fast 

R22 Far moderate Near Slow Fast 

R23 Far moderate moderate Slow Fast 

R24 Far moderate Far Slow Fast 

R25 Far Far Near Slow Fast 

R26 Far Far moderate Slow Fast 

R27 Far Far Far Normal Normal 

 

D. Implementation 

After implementing and installing all the components of 
the robot, it can be seen in Figure 8 the realization of our 
desgin. Fig. 8(a) is the front view of the robot that consist of 
three ultrasonic sensors HC-SR04 which are mounted with 
the right tilted sensor position, the center sensor is straight 
forward and the left sensor is tilted to the left. In Fig. 8 (b) 
shows the view from top of our robot circuit. We can see from 
the top of the robot, there are motor driver shield series 
L293D installed on the Arduino MEGA 2560 and connected 
to all the components installed on the robot. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Robot (a) front view; (b) top view. 

III. RESULT AND ANALYSIS  

 
In this study, we did an experiment to find out how well 

our proposed fuzzy model that implemented to autonomous 
robot to avoid the static obstacle. We used case study using an 
enviroment that placed a static obstacle in certain position, 
which is the distance from the sensor are 5 cm, 8 cm, 17 cm, 
for right, middle, and left sensor respenctively. The 
environment scenario can be seen in Fig. 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9. The environmet of experiment. 

The result from the experiment is compared with the 
simulation result. As shown in Fig. 11, the experiment shows 
the PWM output on the right motor is 166,61 and the PWM 
output on the left motor is 33,89. Meanwhile, Fig. 11 shows 
the result from simulation, which are speed of right PWM is 
167, and left PWM is 33.4. 

 

Fig 10. Result of fuzzy design in simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 11. Results of the implementation in Arduino IDE. 

 
Based on this result, generally we can conclude that fuzzy 

logic has been well implemented in our robot. With the error 
value can be calculated with Equation 7, as follows. 

 �  ! � "
 � 
̅
̅ " $ 100% 

Where 
 is result from experiment, while 
̅ is the result from 
simulation. 

error value right motor 

error = 
&'','&(167&'* $ 100% � 0,002% 

error value left motor 

error = 
++,,-(++,.++,. $ 100% � 0,014% 

 With the results of the error value, the fuzzy logic control 
method was successfully implemented on the obstacle 
avoidance robot with a yield value of 99.998% on the right 
motor and 99.086% on the left motor. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

In this study, research on obstacle avoidance robots was 
carried out. From the study case with an input of system are 
5cm, 8cm, and 17cm that represent the distance of right, 
middle, and left sensor respectively, the simulation shows the 
speed of right and left PWM motor is 167 and 33.4 
respectively. Meanwhile, the experiment show that the right 
side PWM motor is 166.61 and the left side motor PWM is 
33.89. According to this result, we can conclude that the fuzzy 

(7) 



logic control was successfully implemented in the robot to 
avoid obstacles, the performance value of the right motor is 
99.998%, and the performance value of the left motor is 
99.086%. It can be seen that the output comparison between 
the simulation with the realization in the robot is not much 
different, it’s indicate that the realization of fuzzy logic in the 
robot to avoid obstacles is successful. 
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